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PERMACULTURE CAIRNS JUNE MEETING 2018
Tuesday 19th June 6pm for a 6.30 start
Venue: Endeavour Learning and Lifestyle Building
4 Warner Street (on corner with Monk Street) Manunda
Members free, but bring some nibbles for the cuppa break, non-members $5
AGENDA
House keeping – amenities, chairs etc.

Welcome to new members and visitors
News items – Lots of events coming up, see the newsletter for details
Guest speaker - Leslie Van Staveren from Committee for Waste Reduction
Annette a member will show us what she is growing on her patio.
Jenny will give us an insight into the recent Permaculture Convergence in Canberra.
Carol will give the low down on the most easily grown vegetable called Amaranth
Come early and check out the Library - Bring along you plants and seeds to swap
Carol will bring tropical perennial vegetables/herbs and seedlings for bartles/dollars or swap.

We appreciate members passing on their ideas and methods so talk to Jenny, Craig or Carol if you would like to
make a presentation at a meeting.

Meeting close and now time for a chat, a cuppa and a snack with like-minded people
All finished by 8.30pm.

BIODYNAMICS FAR NORTH QUEENSLAND
BIODYNAMICS IN THE TROPICAL HOME GARDEN PLUS BEES,
COMPOSTING AND COW PAT PIT

SUNDAY 24TH JUNE 10AM – 4PM
14 NOLI CLOSE MOSSMAN
PARK BELOW, WALK UP CONCRETE DRIVEWAY.
BRING CHAIR, LUNCH TO SHARE
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FNQ Community Exchange
LETS: Local Energy Trading System
June Calendar of events
What to bring to Trade Events where not specified below: food & drinks for yourself
or to share, money and/or Bartles at some venues, friends, Trading Record Sheet
and pen or smart phone to enter trades direct, any goods you wish to trade,
table/rug to display them upon is often useful, your own chair at some venues,
promotional material of any services you are offering if applicable, $20 if you don’t
yet have an FNQ CES account (one-off fee).
MOUNT MOLLOY – Saturday 2nd June – 8am-12 noon- market in Mount Molloy.
Please supply a trade sheet and everything priced ready to go if you’d like to leave
your items to be sold by others at the LETS stall and browse the markets.Phone Lyn
4094 1431 for further information.
ATHERTON - *Not a LETS event* Boomerang Bags – Saturday 2nd June – 9am1pm is the next sewing bee at Love Lee Wholefoods, 70 Main Street Atherton.
RAVENSHOE – Sunday 3rd June – 1-3pm at Melinda’s, 3 Norman Street,
Ravenshoe (cnr Kelly Lane – LETS Drop Off Point). Bring along something to trade,
a snack to share and a musical instrument if you want to jam toward the end of the
trade. Tea & coffee provided.Event Host: Melinda 0481 047 389.
CAIRNS - *Not a LETS event* ECO Fiesta – Sunday 3rd June 10am-4pm.Visit the
FNQ Community Exchange/LETS stall in the terminal building. Sign up on the day if
you are not a member yet. Or come for chat & some trading. The ECO Fiesta is a

sustainability expo hosted by Cairns Regional Council. More info on
facebook.com/events/2088674118035190 – Contact Katrin if you can assist at the
LETS info stall on 4096 6755.
**JUNE IS SPONSORSHIP MONTH** to raise Bartles for ongoing admin costs. If
you are an existing FNQ CES account holder and would like to sponsor someone
you know to join FNQ Community Exchange, in lieu of them paying $20, you pay 20
Bartles from your account instead. For more info contact Admin!
CAIRNS – Saturday 9th June 12-3pm – Winter Pool & Pizza Party – BIG Trade event
in Kewarra Beach! Come along and enjoy music (more buskers welcome!), face
painting, kids’ corner, Irene’s clothing exchange (bring your labelled items for her to
sell for you), homemade pizza, mango smoothies, cake and more for Bartles.Of
course there will be TRADING too – so bring along your wares, or information about
your services (or mobile services), and meet other FNQ CES Users. Access local
food, buy new, handmade and recycled items and meet new people! Ilona is also
raffling 2 nights’ accommodation at her wonderful Daintree Holiday House to help
with set-up costs for the trade event. To be drawn 1pm on the day, only 2B per
ticket. Don’t miss out! This is the 2nd of four LETS Mega Trade events this year! All
welcome – bring your family & friends! Contact Ilona on 04 38759711 – TBCE0418
(see CES or sms Ilona for address
INNISFAIL – Not a LETS event* Sunday 10th June – Cassowary Coast ECO
Festival. Collaboration between the CCRC & JRCG. If you can assist at a LETS info
stall, please contact Bernie on 040 352 3244.
PEERAMON – *Not a LETS event* Social Weaving Weekend – Saturday/Sunday
16th & 17th June. See: facebook.com/events/168310527201901or contact
Patti from Passiflore on 04 3956 1266.
ATHERTON – Monday 25th June from 10-11.30am – The Access Place, Main
Street, Atherton – CES Workshop: A Beginners course in LETS - How to use the
Online Community Exchange System. Are you new to LETS? Or just like to find out
what it is all about before you join?This course is FREE but please buy something
from the café if possible. Event Host: Katrin 4096 6755
June 15th Deadline for July Calendar Details to fnqces@gmail.com to be included in
Calendar, Website, Facebook and other Promotions.
fnqces@gmail.com- 4096 6972 – www.fnqces.org- www.communityexchange.net.au
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Website for Permaculture videos info and blogs
Permaculturenews.org/category/how to
Geofflawtononline.com
Check out the Friday Fives, join up for insights and benefits

RETROSUBURBIA BOOK for sale at Permaculture Cairns,
get you copy at the next meeting

June in the garden of the cool dry tropics
What to plant now –lettuce, kale, beans, bok choy, rocket, basil, garlic chives,
chives, bunching shallots, cucumber, melons, turmeric, ginger, galangal, daikon
radish, pandan, comfrey, corn, melons, pumpkin, okra, tomato, capsicum in fact
just about anything that will mature in 4 to 5 months.
June Moon planting days for edible root crops 10th & 11ths -pepare soil for planting
5th to 9th and 12th to 15th. Planting dates for above ground crops 16th to 26th June.
Cheers Carol

Climate Change – a Backyard Perspective
It is easy to feel overwhelmed by the sheer scale of the problem but at least organic gardeners
and farmers have always been part of the solution. Organic strategies such as composting, worm
farms, green manuring and mulching are designed to keep carbon in the soil where it belongs,
rather than in the atmosphere. The Rodale Institute in the USA says, ‘If only 10,000 medium sized
farms in the U.S. converted to organic production, they would store so much carbon in the soil that
it would be equivalent to taking 1,174,400 cars off the road.’

58% of humus is carbon so as we build a healthy, fertile, biologically active soil we are also storing
carbon. When green waste, lawn clippings, food scraps etc are thrown out with the rubbish and
taken to landfill, it doesn’t usually decompose to form compost but instead becomes a rotting mess
that gives off methane, a greenhouse gas.

Healthy organic soils offer many benefits to the gardener including increased root development
and improved soil aeration, moisture and nutrient retention. They stay warmer in winter due to the
heat given off by the abundant living organisms found in organic matter. These soils also have a
‘disease suppressive’ effect. Plant diseases that may be common in stressed, low humus,
conventionally farmed soils are often absent in organic soils. The amazing array of living
organisms that reside in a healthy organic soil are responsible for the ‘disease suppression effect’.
Soil microbial life includes fungi, bacteria, actinomycetes, predatory nematodes, mites, algae and
amoeba. These mainly reside in the top 10 cm of soil. It is not unusual for a healthy soil, high in
organic matter, to contain up to 2 tonnes live weight of bacteria per hectare. Even a gram of soil
(1/5 of a tsp) can contain 1000 million bacteria, 1 million actinomycetes and 100,000 fungi with
hyphae up to 5m long.

This abundant life is responsible for processing any raw organic material into humus and releasing
nutrients from rock minerals. Fungi and micro-algae help the soil particles to clump together which
improves the soil structure and increases the ‘space’ in the soil. Space is where the action is,
without the all-important space there is nowhere for plant roots, soil life, air or water to occupy.
Good soil can feel ‘spongy’ to walk on and contain up to 50% space. Soil without space is
compacted and lifeless. Without the ‘glue’ produced by the micro-organisms the soil loses
structure and becomes ‘dust’ able to be lifted by the wind into a dust storm.
Article from Green Harvest

Grass-fed Beef — The Most Vegan Item
In The Supermarket

Probably the most vegan item you can buy in the supermarket is a pound of grass-fed beef.
I was thinking about that heretical idea as I drove through my neighboring countryside, scanning empty
cornfields for signs of life and wondering at the hubris of mankind. When did we decide that we can own
all the lands of the Earth and use every square inch of it for our own needs? About 10,000 years ago,
actually, when we invented the idea of agriculture.
Sadly, in the practice of agriculture it is impossible to not cause endless suffering to many living creatures.
One could argue that the most suffering of all is caused by annual agriculture, the cultivation of vegetables,
including grains, beans, and rice, that only take one year to grow from seed to food. We displace countless
wild animals from their homes and lands when we cultivate annual crops. Not only that, we also kill
thousands of creatures when we till the soil.
A perennial agriculture, on the other hand, based on trees, shrubs, and livestock, allows nature to thrive.
I meditated on the empty corn fields for hours. In the end, what it represents is a graveyard for all wildlife,
from the invertebrate worm to the feathery bird. The entire wild ecosystem is completely interrupted by
our tillage of all arable land.
About 400 million acres in the US alone is used to grow crops, which is about 40% of all US land.
This use of arable land provides ample food for all humans, but it takes away the daily meals of billions of
wild animals such as rabbits, bees, rodents, turkeys, earthworms, and endless insects, and it destroys their
habitat, family structure, hunting grounds, and nectaries. Not to mention the terrible slave-like conditions
that many farm workers in the field are subjected to. Humans are animals as well.

See, I don’t believe in any way that a vegan diet actually causes less suffering in the long run then any
other diet. All annual agriculture provides fertile ground for the casual extermination of hundreds of
species of animals on a yearly basis. If I include all the animals harmed in the grand picture of agriculture,
not just the large mammals, I have to conclude that cultivating the cornfield is the most murderous of all
activities.
That is why, in truth, a pound of grass-fed beef accounts for less suffering per capita then a pound of corn.
From CSIPO enews May 2018

We are all looking at the problem of food morality through the wrong lens.
We think “I need a moral framework on which to hang my hat and proudly proclaim myself this or that in
order to feel like I am not a bad person.” Instead of clustering around that flawed outlook, I would like to
encourage us all to accept the fact that life feeds on life. We need to begin the healing process on the land,
cultivating the spirit of regeneration, by respecting the life energy that resides in everything that we eat.
We should respect the life energy in everything that we consume, from the tree that we use for firewood
to the petroleum that we use to fuel our car, both the accumulated energy of ancient sunlight captured by
perennial plants.
We exploit life energy endlessly, day after day, in various and sundry ways, including driving our cars on
tarred roads and turning on our plastic phones to surf the internet, all of which is powered by the dark
black blood of dead trees.
Veganism is a laudable idea, but for some it provides a framework for moral superiority. Cultivating a
savior complex is a natural result of following any ideological cause, and life is then seen through a
framework that excludes anything that doesn’t fit into that ideology. And the reality is that we all consume
life energy, endlessly, in order to live our lives.
The least harmful foods to eat come from perennial plants, and the animals that eat those perennial
plants. The synergy of cows and grass can hardly be bested as an ideal system.

If the primary goal of veganism is to reduce suffering, then many of us are vegan, and a diet composed of
primarily grass-fed beef and dairy, as well as free-range chicken eggs and perennial plants products, is the
most vegan diet that I can think of. A diet based on grass that is never tilled or disturbed allows nature to
grow and flourish without our annual agricultural blades, machines, and chemicals.
We need to examine our relationship to land and the life energy it contains. In the early 1900s farmers
knew that to keep the land in good tilth, which meant healthy and productive, they needed to let their
fields go fallow. The idea that a piece of land is worthless if it is wild is prevalent in our society, and the
idea of land allowed to go fallow is anathema.
In our modern society we feel that all things should at all times be as productive as possible.
But the funny part of the term fallow is that it doesn’t mean that land is actually resting, doing nothing. No,
what it means is that the farmer is not coercing the land into productivity with a blade, engine, or
chemical. When allowed to fall back into fallowness, the land itself bursts forth with wild life and energy
beyond what is possible with an annual agriculture. The life stories of a million creatures play out and
contribute to the regeneration of a piece of fallow land, a wild acre, a small part of planet Earth.
Our current framing of the food production problem is this: Farmers need to utilize annual agriculture as
heavily as possible in order to feed the population. Most farmers mode is “boom or bust”. They don’t think
they can spend 10 years to consciously design a perennial animal-based agriculture, because they need
cash right now.
So what is really anti-vegan, what really harms animals, is this idea — that we need to produce annual
crops on every square inch of land, creating a wildlife graveyard on 40% of America’s land in order to feed
our endless hunger.
When we get right down to brass tacks, I don’t think that the majority of the people on the planet really
understand what it takes to grow our own food. And this disconnection plays out across urban centers all
around the globe, where people make a thousand choices trying to do the best they can with the panoply
of annual agriculture products available, but think little of the variety of perennial based whole foods that
pepper the outer shelves of the supermarket.

Cheap food is killing our connection to the landscape.

More people on the planet means more resources being extracted from the earth, regardless of whether
or not we are vegan. Avocado producing countries are feeling the avocado squeeze because of American’s
high demand for guacamole. Acres of rainforest are being bulldozed to plant more avocado trees. Demand
is so high that Mexico, which produces about half of the world’s supply, is thinking about importing
avocados, while an average Mexican can’t even afford to buy them to eat.
Farmers in Mexico are cutting down pine forests in order to grow the lucrative crop and may threaten the
habitat of Monarch butterflies.
All this to say, having your vegan raw food avocado chocolate cake isn’t as harmless as you may think.
If we really do take a true audit of the death and destruction our lifestyles wreak upon the natural world,
we would all be surprised. We all leave a trail of devastation as we go through each day, because all life
consumes life in order to thrive- -this is the natural way of things, as far as I know. Is your plastic fleece
hoodie so innocent, and is your root vegetable lunch so kind to the earth?
All root vegetables have to be planted in tilled land — how many deaths occurred when the land was
tilled? Weeded? Cultivated? And finally, all root vegetables have to be dug up and the land prepared for
next years crop.
When you wash your fleece in your washing machine, microbeads of plastic flow into your waste stream,
and ultimately down into rivers and out into the sea, causing serious health problems for marine life.
What is important right now is to focus on gaining perspective on the larger, overarching issue that have as
a society: We do not respect the life force.
Modern man just doesn’t respect the life that resides in all things, and is consciously and with much
deliberation consuming all the useful energy until nature, the planet, is completely out of balance.
The planet will recover one way or another. But Earth’s healing process may not include us if we do not
choose to live more consciously.
And I certainly don’t think that means going vegan.
What it means is cultivating a real relationship with your food, for one thing. Eating locally will always
trump any dietary morality play. When we eat locally, we create a relationship with the food that we put in
our mouths every day. This relationship is like any other relationship, it needs work and care.
As Michael Pollan advocates, skip all the bullshit foods in the middle of the supermarket, all the packaged
nonsense that is 90% corn-based. Corn-based foods are the least vegan foods you can purchase. They
contain the most externalized suffering of any food group that I can imagine other then sugar, the other
main ingredient on most of that packaged-foods garbage.
Instead of any packaged garbage, stock up on meats, vegetables, dairy, eggs, and all other whole foods.
Just start there. Then search out your local farmers and purchase whole foods directly. Cultivate real
relationships, in one way or another. That is the only way to begin the real healing process.

We can reduce suffering on the planet by consciously entering into a relationship with the land, the people
that live on the land, and the plants and animals that we consume.

Drew French

To be honest, I have to write so I might as well go all the way. I don't believe in any
labels. There are ZERO simple answers and ENDLESS beautiful moments.
-0-

HEMP COULD FREE US FROM OIL, PREVENT DEFORESTATION,
CURE CANCER AND IT IS ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Hemp is a tall, beautiful and gracious looking annual plant that can reach heights over
twelve feet – and even that il mattes more than many people know about it.
Fortunately, we’re here with an education to offer you.
Although hemp (cannabis sativa) and marijuana (cannabis sativa var. indica) come from a similar
species of plant, they are very different and confusion has been caused by deliberate
misinformation with far reaching effects on socioeconomics as well as on environmentars.
The reason hemp is illegal is not because of any negative impact to the environment or human
health, but exactly the opposite. It is so environmentally friendly, nutritionally and medicinally
beneficial, that it provides too many abundant resources which would make it impossible for
powerful corporations to compete. Historical Use
Hemp is the most universally useful plant we have at our disposal. The history of mankind’s use of
hemp can be traced way back in time to between about 5000 – 7000 BC. Remains of seed husks
have been found at Neolithic burial sites in central Europe, which indicate that they were used in
funeral rites and shamanic ceremonies. It is probable that at that time the distinctions between
various strains were not as pronounced as they are today.
Up until and even during WWII, hemp was a widely grown crop, which provided the world with an
excellent and most durable source of fibre. Since it is an annual with a growing cycle of only 120
days it can be harvested several times a year, depending on local weather conditions. Its biomass
is considerable, which means that it absorbs large quantities of the greenhouse gas CO2.
It is resistant to bugs and requires little agrochemical treatment. It is extremely undemanding and
can be grown in very poor conditions and depleted soils and will actually improve the soil structure
over a period of years. For many centuries hemp was one of the most important industrial crops
which provided the fibres for rope and tough, durable canvass without which the age of exploration
could never have set sail.
In the US too, there have long been numerous rules and regulation in place regarding the
cultivation of hemp. But unlike today’s regulations that strongly prohibit any cultivation of hemp,

less than a century ago hemp cultivation was not just encouraged, but mandatory, with hefty fines
being levied against farmers who refused. ‘Hemp for Victory’ was the government coined slogan
that fuelled the last big bout of legal hemp cultivation during WWII, promoting hemp cultivation as
a patriotic cause.

Deliberate Misinformation About THC
Hemp is a variety of cannabis sativa that has a long history of use in the United States. However,
since the 1950s it has been lumped into the same category of marijuana, and thus the extremely
versatile crop was doomed in the United States. Hemp is technically from the same species of
plant that psychoactive marijuana comes from. However, it is from a different variety, or
subspecies that contains many important differences.
Industrial hemp has very low Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) levels, which is the principal
psychoactive constituent. Compared to marijuana which is specifically cultivated for personal
psychoactive use, it is nearly impossible to “get high” on hemp. Marijuana that can be smoked
usually contains between 5-10%t THC, industrial hemp contains about one-tenth of that. In order
to get a psychoactive effect, one would need to smoke more than a dozen hemp cigarettes over a
very short period of time to achieve any kind of psychoactive effect.
The reason for the low THC content in hemp is that most THC is formed in resin glands on the
buds and flowers of the female cannabis plant. Industrial hemp is not cultivated to produce buds,
and therefore lacks the primary component that forms the marijuana high. Furthermore, industrial
hemp has higher concentrations of a chemical called Cannabidiol (CBD) that has a negative effect
on THC and lessens its psychoactive effects when smoked in conjunction.

Industrial hemp also grows differently than THC-containing cannabis. Hemp is typically grown up,
not out, because the focus is not on producing buds but on producing length of stalk. In this way,
hemp is a very similar crop to bamboo. The stalk contains the fiber and hard, woody core material
that can be used for a variety of purposes, even carpentry.
The two also differ in the areas that they can be effectively grown. THC-producing Marijuana must
be grown in generally warm and humid environments in order to produce the desired quantity and
quality of THC-containing buds. However, since industrial hemp does not contain these buds, and
the hardy parts of the plant are the more desired, it can be grown in a wider range of areas.
Generally, industrial hemp grows best on fields that provide high yields for corn crops, which
includes most of the Southwest, Southeast, and Northeast United States. Furthermore, since
industrial hemp can use male plants as well as female plants (since the object is not THC
production), higher crop yields can result.
While there is virtually no THC in the varieties grown for industrial uses such as oil and fibre,
governments have cooperated with powerful corporate lobbyists the ensure that hemp is lumped
into the same category as marijuana. The primary reason is that hemp has too many abundant
resources for fuel, housing, food, medicine that corporations cannot exploit.
Think about how many polluting conglomerates would go down if hemp was permitted as a
resource. The oil, pharmaceutical, supplement and constructions industry would need to radically
shift their business model to survive.
Abundant Resources
Hemp provides the fibre to make a durable paper – a far more sensible solution than the wasteful
method of clear cutting old growth forests, or even the cultivation pine plantations that are
ecologically speaking dead zones that take 20 years to mature before they can be harvested.
Cannabis produces 4 times more fibre per acre and can be harvested several times per year. The
first dollar bills were printed on hemp paper, your old family bible is probably printed on hemp
paper and even the constitution itself was drafted on hemp paper.
Hemp has the strongest natural fibres, which can be used not just to produce rough cloth, such as
sails or canvass, but also durable work clothes, like the original jeans. When the plants are grown
closer together the fibre becomes shorter and finer, which allows for finer textiles. Today, there are
some fashion designers that are experimenting with a wide range of textiles made from hemp for
their stylish, trendy hemp lines, shirts, suits, bags, jeans and more. And, no- you can’t smoke them
to get high!
Hemp fibres are also finding application as a modern building material, an application that has
been spearheaded and exploited successfully in France. Hemp fibres can be blended with water
and limestone to create an extremely tough, light-weight, natural cement that has not only
excellent insulating properties, but also shows more flexibility than conventional concrete, which
makes it particularly useful as a building material in earthquake prone areas.
Back in 1941, Henry Ford built a car that was not only entirely built from ‘hemp plastic’, but also
ran on hemp fuel. Hemp oil, pressed from the seeds is also extremely versatile. It can be
polymerized to create a solid plastic-like material, which is extremely durable, yet nevertheless is
completely natural and biodegradable, which could replace plastics in numerous industrial
processes.
Car manufacturers are again turning to hemp as a resource to provide light-weight, yet shock
absorbent and environmentally friendly material for their cars. Due to the high biomass hemp
would also make an ideal source of ethanol, the best bio-fuel alternative to gasoline, which is
capable of fuelling engines without producing all those evil gases that are destroying our
atmosphere and poisoning the air. At long last, some of the top car manufacturers are beginning to
follow in Ford’s steps.

Some Facts on Hemp
– Farming 6% of the continental U.S. acreage with biomass crops would provide all of America’s
energy needs.
– Hemp is Earth’s number-one biomass resource; it is capable of producing 10 tons per acre in
four months.
– Biomass can be converted to methane, methanol, or gasoline at a cost comparable to petroleum,
and hemp is much better for the environment. Pyrolysis (charcoalizing), or biochemical
composting are two methods of turning hemp into fuel.
– Hemp can produce 10 times more methanol than corn.
– Hemp fuel burns clean. Petroleum causes acid rain due to sulfur pollution.
– The use of hemp fuel does not contribute to global warming.
Hemp oil is of a very high quality and industry is using it in paints, inks and varnishes. In recent
years the food industry is also discovering its virtues. Hempseed oil is one of the richest sources of
essential amino acids and essential fatty acids, providing an excellent balance between omega-3,
-6 and -9 fatty acids.
All of these substances are currently being discussed, not only in the alternative health scene, but
also by the food industry, which is searching for suitable ingredients to create so called ‘functional
foods’. Essential fatty acids are extremely important to the proper functioning of cells. They play a
role in reducing bad cholesterol and plaque, which is responsible for arteriosclerosis. Healthfood
companies are beginning to experiment with hemp as a basis for a large range of products- from
hemp seed bars, to gummi bears, to beer, to hemp cheese and many more.
Studies have been released that show people suffering from cancer have low levels of melatonin
in their bodies. Also studies have shown that just smoking hemp can raise the melatonin levels in
our bodies. So one can only imagine what hemp oil that is in a concentrated state can do to
increase melatonin levels. Hemp oil promotes full body healing and raises melatonin levels
thousands of times higher than normal. When the pineal gland produces vast amounts of
melatonin, it causes no harm to the body but it is very hard on the condition you are suffering from
and indeed can eliminate it. For almost a decade, Rick Simpson has been showing people how to
cure cancer with hemp oil.
Both the commercial legal type of hemp oil and the illegal THC laden hemp oil are one of the most
power-packed protein sources available in the plant kingdom. Its oil can be used in many
nutritional and transdermal applications.
In other chapters in my Winning the War on Cancer book we will discuss in-depth about GLA and
cancer and also the interesting work of Dr. Johanna Budwig.
She uses flax seed oil instead of hemp oil to cure cancer — through effecting changes in cell walls
— using these omega3 and omega6 laden medicinal oils.
Hemp Oil Uses
Every application that uses petroleum for it’s skin and hair products can use hemp oil as it is more
beneficial and herbal. It can be used in many health issues as either a pain reducer or even as the
cure for it.
– Since hemp oil is natural, it is used as a moisturizing oil which can be applied after a shower or a
bath. When you massage your body with it, it nourishes the skin and increases the blood
circulation. More on facial skin care.

– Hemp oil is used in cooking as well, though it is not suitable for high heat cooking. Along with
giving a slightly nutty and crispy taste to food, it can be the perfect salad oil just in case you’re out
of olive oil.
– Another application of hemp oil is it’s use as biodiesel in the same manner like other vegetable
oils. It is a safe replacement for petroleum as it is non-toxic and doesn’t harm the environment.
– Almost all the forms of plastics can be made by using hemp oil instead of using petroleum as a
base. As those made from petroleum, release harmful chemicals while decomposition, but those
from hemp oil, don’t.
– Hemp oil can also be used in the production of paints as it doesn’t cause any armful releases
when washed down from the drain and has very low emissions than the petroleum paints which
are currently being used.
– Hemp oil prevents skin disorders like psoriasis, eczema, acne and dry skin. It is highly nutritious
for the skin and makes a wonderful addition to homemade moisturizing blends and rejuvenating
creams. (Read Andrew Weil’s article on hemp oil)
The list of beneficial uses of hemp goes on and on.
So why is non-psychoactive Hemp illegal?
There is an old saying: if you want to get to the root of a problem, follow the money. This holds
true for hemp. In this case we have to ask the question ‘who benefits from hemp being illegal?’
The logical answer is: the oil companies- and their share holders, of course. Hemp became
illegalized at the time when oil was beginning to make an impact on the economy as a base
material for many things that hemp could also be used for, including textiles and fibres (plastics),
cosmetics and fuel.
Obviously, a resource is more profitable if access to it is restricted and not every farmer can grow
it himself. In an exceedingly clever PR move psychoactive marijuana and hemp have been ‘thrown
in the same pot’ as it were, and a massive campaign has been launched to convince people of the
dangers of marijuana alias hemp – a highly questionable assertion.
Although technically hemp is not illegal to grow in some states, it requires obtaining a special
permit from the drug enforcement agency (DEA) to restrict mass production. These permits are
rarely given out and require that the crop be surrounded by security measures such as fences,
razor wire, security guards, or dogs. For a crop that has little-to-no potential to get people high, the
current attitude is both irresponsible and draconian.
Hemp is the most useful plant ally we have – a sustainable resource par excellence, as some
might like to call it. Instead of cursing it we should be grateful to its deva and use all its ample gifts
to turn the ecological demise of our planet around.
It is not hard to see how immensely valuable hemp is and how it has the potential of solving many
of our environmental problems, not to mention our health problems. Yet, we are continuously
deprived of its benefits because farmers are prohibited from cultivating this crop.
Obviously importing it or products made from it is very expensive and the high expense is a
prohibitive factor to choosing hemp as an environmentally friendly alternative even where it is
available. It makes no sense to import a crop like hemp, when it can be, should be and used to be
grown in all temperate and hot regions of the world.
Industrial hemp could transform the economy of the world States in a positive and beneficial way,
and therefore should be exploited to its full potential.
This information was originally shared by Marco Torres at Truth Theory – thanks for the
great info!

SCIENTISTS WARM UP FOR NEXT CLIMATE CHANGE REPORT
As work gathers pace for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's next climate
predictions, scientists sense a groundswell of change to try and meet the Paris agreement.

THE ocean is a yardstick of climate change. As the earth warms, the large carbon sink swells.
Hourly sea level data, water temperatures, and rainfall measurements are just some of the
indicators used with complex models to help predict where water might inundate cities, suburbs,
villages and farms.
Or, which eco-systems are at most risk from marine heat waves, extreme weather or arguably
worse – coinciding events.
But secrets like those locked away in the polar ice caps have left the world waiting for more clues
about just how hot, and how high – and when and where – the water could go.
The information is needed urgently, so the United Nation’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) ordered a special report to be delivered by the end of next year.
It will include new research and modelling.

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
CSIRO senior researcher, Dr Kathy McInnes is a lead author on the special report, Oceans and
Cryosphere in a Changing Climate for the UN Panel, due to be delivered by the end of next year.
Among other topics, she is assessing how compound events contribute to multi-risk cascading
impacts in the context of climate change.
“We are interested in not only single extreme hazards but also coincident or sequential events that
can create compounding or cascading climate change events,” she says.
The Panel has commissioned two other special reports, Climate Change and Land and Global
Warming of 1.5 Degrees.
McInnes is also a contributing author on the latter, where she’s focussing on how climate change
may affect wind.
“On each chapter, there are physical scientists as well as social scientists. So, they are looking at
the topics from an end-to-end perspective, which I think is really good for understanding not just
the physical implications of the changes, but how they are going to feed through socio-economic
systems and impact society,” says McInnes.
And, as in previous IPCC special reports, the authorship involves scientists from disciplines from
the three main working groups. Working Groups 1 and 3 examine the physical basis of climate
change and mitigation, and Working Group 2 examines impacts and adaptation to climate change.
McInnes’s colleague at CSIRO Oceans and Atmosphere, Kevin Hennessey is a Lead Author on
Working Group 2, while Dr Simon Marsland from CSIRO’s Climate Science Centre is a Review
Editor on Working Group 1.
In addition to the publication of the three special reports, the material from these reports will be
considered in the Sixth Assessment Report by the IPCC, the international body set up by the UN
and World Meteorological Organization in 1988 to assess the science and options relating to
climate change.
Climate change puzzle
McInnes points to her scientific colleagues’ important work in finding more pieces to the climate
change puzzle.
“There are a bunch of processes that are starting to be observed that suggest that Antarctica
could be contributing a lot more to sea level rise than was previously understood. But, those
processes weren’t well understood enough to quantify the effect at the last IPCC report.”
The 2014 IPCC report found the ocean’s absorption of heat and CO2 could push sea levels up by
52- 98 cm by 2100 under a “business as usual” emissions scenario, but that poorly understood
Antarctic processes could lead to a rise of several tens of centimetres more.
Mean sea level rise is a key factor in creating hydrodynamic simulations to understand the effect
of climate variability on severe weather events, extreme sea levels and coastal impacts.
McInnes’s research involves tipping points, tropical cyclones, storm tracks, storm surges,
governance, along with compound events and cascading impacts and marine heat waves.
“We are seeing more and more heat waves as the ocean temperatures increase. There’s a lot of
heat energy being stored in the ocean and we are seeing the manifestation of that particularly on
continental shelves, where the rate of rise can be a lot higher,” says McInnes.

Figure: Projections of global sea level rise. The red line indicates a ‘business-as-usual’ scenario;
the blue line indicates projections at ~2 degrees C increase. Source: IPCC AR5, Working Group 1
chapter 13 on sea level rise.
The ocean has absorbed 93 per cent of the excess heat in the climate system and about 30 per
cent of CO2 released into the atmosphere, increasing acidification and damaging ecosystems.
Scientists are also working to clarify the extent to which coral bleaching on the Great Barrier Reef
can be attributed to climate change.
The IPCC Special Report will examine the increasing number and broadening scope of studies
involving the detection and attribution of climate change in extreme events.
“The science has evolved now so that we can attribute some portion of the likelihood of extreme
events to climate change,” says McInnes.
So far, 65 per cent of these detection and attribution studies have found climate change has
played a role in extreme events, such as in Hurricane Harvey in the Caribbean last year.

“A number of studies say the rainfall was increased because of the extra holding capacity of the
warmer atmosphere and the sea surface temperatures over which the hurricane travelled,” says
McInnes.
Complex compound events
McInnes’s IPCC work goes beyond single extreme hazards to those involving coincident or
sequential events that lead to cascading impacts.
The IPCC reports will include new climate model analysis for compound events, feeding in sea
rise scenarios, along with weather and circulation changes to help predict the likelihood and
severity of coincident or sequential hazards.
Australia offers several recent examples, from coral bleaching to the Brisbane floods.
In 2015, the nation was experiencing its warmest October, one of the strongest El Nino events and
record dry conditions when lightning strikes triggered bushfires in Tasmania.
There were cascading impacts on natural systems, agriculture, infrastructure and communities.
In the same year in northern Australia, high temperatures, low rainfall and low sea levels
associated with the El Nino caused mangrove die-back. The loss of recruitment habitat could
affect the 30-million-dollar fishing industry.
Extreme storms can also cause cascading impacts.
“Tropical cyclones, while they are not oceanographic, impact the ocean and cause extreme sea
levels and do cause changes in the ocean system and do a lot of damage to things like coral reefs
because they generate such strong winds and waves,” says McInnes.
Being a climate scientist
McInnes is one of several thousand scientists responsible for researching and analysing climate
change, and providing advice that will ultimately flow to world leaders.
She’s keenly aware of the responsibility they carry.
“The literature can be really complex, and there can be many different studies: we want to see the
weight of evidence. And, we have to get the messages as policy relevant as possible. Because it
is also a communication challenge and it can be quite daunting for people to really take on this
information if it is not communicated in a way that really resonates with them.”
McInnes is heartened by the insurance industry’s engagement at the recent Climate Adaptation
2018 conference.
“They are interested in what kind of information we are developing, and they are definitely
changing their thinking on what sort of products they will be offering and how they can price risk
and in doing so, perhaps send that signal that people need to stop and think about where they
build or live.
“It is another line of evidence that the average, every day person who might not have been that
engaged with the science gets the messaging that there is something going on out there.”
In the not-too-distant past, a climate change conference would not have attracted so many people
from the private sector.
“They’re recognising it impacts their sector and they are taking it so seriously that I sort of feel this
ground swell of change is afoot to try and meet the Paris agreement and I actually felt very
inspired. That for me is the way that helps me to cope with it.”
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